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RESOURCE INFORMATION
Testimonials, Articles and Links by Subject Matter

Skilling Institute Director shares:
“In 2007, I was given 3-6 months to live with multiple Stage IV cancers including inoperable prostate, bladder, urethra, and 
skin cancer. 
The Super Sauna Photon Genius was instrumental in saving my life.  Now, nine years later, I am high energy, not just surviving 
but thriving.  I do Photon Genius Super Sauna sessions daily and sleep with the Photon Genie energy transmitters at night.” 
– Warren Starnes (Skilling Institute Director, Author of Cancers Answers, Chemo Report)

TWO RADIO interviews with Skilling Institute Director, Warren Starnes, on KFNX Radio:
July 6, 2012 (20 minutes) Topics include:

Health Spa, Energy Infrared, Nitric Oxide, Miracle Molecule, Cardiovascular, The Body Electric, Pain, Beauty Machine, 
Wrinkles, Weight Loss, Detoxification, Anti-Aging, Cancer
Part 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBgg45Gmci0&feature=related 
Part 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8bo4JuAE9SU&feature=related 

July 27, 2012 (20 minutes) Topics include:
Alternative Health Therapy, Pain, Beauty Machine, Fitness, Weight Loss, Detoxification, Anti-Aging, Cancer, Heart, 
Liver Detox, Heavy Metals Detox, Plastics Detox, Digestion, Acid-Reflux, Sleep, Nutrient Assimilation, Cellulite, Skin, 
Systemic Balancing
Part 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBd0JhlpXq8&feature=related 
Part 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mt9vD2S_82g&feature=related 

Skilling Technologies and “Super Immune System Health”
October 12, 2012 Audio interview with the Skilling Institute (1 hour):

Radio Show: “Hello Dr. CJ” with Host Stephanie Martin
Guests: Warren Starnes and Jennifer Oliver
Topics Include: Immune System, Infections, Chronic Inflammatory Response Syndrome, Mold & Bio-Toxin Exposure, 
Lyme, Cellulite, Sleep, Systemic Balancing, Fitness, Cardiovascular Support, Lymphatic System, Quality of Life, Detox, 
Emotional Balance and Clearing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qEVHMlcgj2U&feature=related 

Skilling Technologies 2011:
Skilling Institute Director, Warren Starnes at TeslaTech Conference (1 hour):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xr3N2NW0tEc&feature=related 

Skilling Technologies 2010:
Skilling Institute Director, Warren Starnes at TeslaTech Conference (1 hour):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BhhKf-_NWFc&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS – Changes Internal Condition and Terrain
Alternative Cancer Treatment Solutions – Photon Genius
Works at “cause level”, helps with infections, cleans up terrain inside the body
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJgu4JHOzlA&feature=related 

Photon Genius #1 for Lyme Disease:
The Photon Genius decreases the viral load to the body every single session (verifiable by blood tests): stimulates dynamic 
detoxification, oxygenation, circulation and balance at all levels including the lymph, blood, tissues, organs, & systems of the 
body; there are no Herxheimer reactions with the Photon Genius for Lyme patients and it is the #1 instrument to get people 
over detox reactions from all other treatments.
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PHOTON GENIUS - Lyme Disease 
Naturopathic Physician Eli Ber shares about Photon-Genius for Lyme Disease Treatment
Photon-Genius Pre- and Post-IV Maximizing Positive Results; Minimizes and Removes Reactions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-qUKVx8gPMw&feature=related 
 
PHOTON GENIUS and Dr. Aldren

Skilling Technologies: Bio-Electrical Impacts Underestimated
Dr. Hayle Aldren, M.D., M.D.(H) shares in this video how we generally underestimate the impact of electromagnetic 
pollution on our health and the importance of “healthy” electromagnetic nutrients needed to function properly, like 
the Photon-Genius.

Cells Are Electrical; Entire Systems of Body are Electrical
Dr. Aldren discusses that our cells are electrical and generally cancer cells are depolarized. Technology like the Photon-
Genius (and Photon Genie) provides bioelectric energy that the body requires to function properly and removes effects 
of electromagnetic pollution.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N-44s46TRe8&feature=related

Photon Genius & Photon Genie: Your New Well-Being for 2013!
Hello Dr. CJ’s Radio Show, January 4, 2013 (1 hour):

Featuring Jennifer Oliver, owner of Energy Life Center
This radio show shares many examples of people being noticeably improved.
Topics Include: Energy Infrared Sauna, Nitric Oxide, Immune System, BioToxin & Mold Illness, Allergies, Autism, Pain, 
Infections, Fitness, Anti-Aging, Wrinkles, Skin, Beauty, Colds & Flu, Detoxification, Stress, Weight Loss, Hyperthermia, 
Blood Disorders, Sleep Disorders
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wjtgmU7Q3wQ&feature=related 

GENIUS – Autism and Children
We recently received this inspiring feedback from Energy Life Center regarding Autism and Skilling Institute’s Photon Genius 
(Breakthrough Energy-Infrared):
“By the way... here is what the mother of the autistic boy who comes to Energy Life Center has said about what it has done 
for her son:
“The Photon Genius is a ‘Godsend’ for my son with autism. It is a relief to know that I can normalize my life knowing that I 
have a way to detox my son from everyday exposure to toxins.”
The results that she has seen include; 

• sleeps through the night for 5 nights after one 20 minute session
• has regularized his bowels.... no more constipation
• has calmed him down
• has given him the ability to speak

Her words to me were; “now I know that there is an answer, I feel relieved” and “I don’t worry about his future now.”  “What a 
magnificent thing!!”

Throat Cancer Gone After Using the Photon Genius and Photon Genie:
“This woman was dealing with throat cancer.  She used the Photon Genie daily and the Photon Genius regularly.  She gained 
mobility with her arm that had been paralyzed.   She is able to hold a cup and move her arm.  After doing Photon Genius 
sessions for several weeks, she went to the doctors for a scan and the scan showed her throat cancer was gone.” - N.R.

Pain disappeared from surgery site after first session; Improved energy and pain relief:
“I use the Photon Genius 2-3 times a week and I have noticed many improvements in my physiology that include reducing 
neuropathy in my feet, thighs, and hands. Overall, my level of energy has improved so much with the Genius, supplements, 
and other alternative protocols. I’m fighting this diagnosis with everything I can use. But, just so you know, the first time 
I used the Genius all the pain disappeared where part of my lung and 1/2 my diaphragm was previously removed. I was 
astounded as I’m sure you can imagine.” - B.H.

A Woman Dealing With Bladder Cancer - Tumors Disappear After Doing Photon Genius Sessions:
“After doing several Photon Genius sessions, this woman went in for her pre-op evaluation and the doctors discovered that 
the tumors in her bladder were gone!” - T.W.
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Serious Burns Relieved and Healing:
“I’ve had two different clients with serious burns come in the clinic. The most recent was an arm burn from cooking oil in the 
kitchen.  Upon removing his bandages we applied the Photon Genie to the edges of the burn and it seemed to have a very 
healing effect quickly.  The wound and the skin looked more developed where the Genie was used and then he went in for 
Photon Genius sessions after that and with a series of 3 Thirty minute sessions his burn healed very quickly.
The second gentleman had third-degree burns over most of his body. He has done about 30-40 Photon Genius sessions and 
got a Photon Genie that he has been using for four weeks. His skin has become noticeably more clear in the burn areas. This 
client said he was healing quicker using the Photon Genie and the Photon Genius than he was doing all the treatments that 
the hospital had provided and much, much faster.  The deep purple blotches on his right knee are gone and this was from 
the 1st 3 sessions alone.” - J.B.

PHOTON GENIUS – Joints, Skin Issues, Fungus, Varicose Veins, Relaxation
Heat Therapy: Certified Olympic Chiropractor shares the Photon-Genius is the best heat therapy he’s ever 
experienced

Dr. Allen Harrison, A Certified Olympic Chiropractor, shares he used the Photon-Genius to clear skin issues and loves it 
better than any other heat therapy. He shares that the Photon-Genius helps with mobility, joints, detoxification, etc.
Dr. Harrison shares that the Photon-Genius has worked really well for clearing his skin issues and also has worked well 
for his clients dealing with fungus in finger nail beds. The fungus was completely cleared. Also he has clients that have 
had their varicose veins completely go away.
He shares the Photon-Genius alternative therapy is more relaxing than a massage and a couple glasses of wine.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-KO-8Y22Zos&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS – 2013: Heart, Energy, Elderly
Congestive Heart Failure Improves for 86-Year Old Mom Now with the Photon Genius in 2013, after 2 years of sessions:

At 73 Muriel had a heart attack and ended up having quadruple bi-pass. Doctor’s shared that she was living on the verge 
of heart failure. Since that time, she had several more “spells” and had 3 stints put in her heart. Her heart was gradually 
getting worse.
Now at 86 years old, after doing Photon Genius sessions for the last several years, her heart is not getting worse. She feels 
much better and her EKGs show that she is doing really well. She shares that her doctors didn’t expect her to live this long. 
Her doctor says “you’re a miracle!”
Since doing the Photon Genius she feels good and is able to do her family projects. She has 135 great grand children and 
75 grand children and is thankful to still be alive and feeling so good.
Part 1:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zCGdQFYwV7Y&feature=related 
Part 2:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZalDMDMrSS8&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS – 2010: Heart, Energy, Diabetes
Craig shares about his Mom when she first started Photon Genius Sessions in 2010

Craig’s Mom, Muriel, first started with the Photon Genie at home, and then she started Photon Genius sessions: helped 
her with noticeable energy, stamina and strength; also helped normalize diabetes and insulin; helped swelling and 
edema in feet and legs; now getting her life back!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DJgAUE3mTCk&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS – General Health
People Travel From Abroad to Use the Photon Genius 

Lori Phillips, RN shares people travel from all over to use the Photon-Genius for the noticeable results it provides; helping 
with various types of catastrophic illnesses; helping people to get off pain medications; also helps general health 
improvement; fungus and skin pigmentation improved; varicose veins gone away; skin and complexion noticeably 
changed; helps with detoxification
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tdWTrXcBgn4&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS – Skin Cancer, Lymphoma, Tumors, Recovery from Workouts, Relaxation and Sleep
Photon Genius Helps Friend with Cancer

Lori Phillips, RN shares how the Photon-Genius has helped her friend in her 90s dealing with skin cancer and lymphoma 
cancer in the lymph system. Her friend’s cancer has continued to reduce since she began using the Photon-Genius and 
has helped heal her skin where she had surgery. Started out slow with short sessions and worked up to using it for 
longer periods. Lori shares her personal experience with Photon Genius sessions helping with recovery from workouts, 
deep relaxation and sleep.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4XXM_otxE3U&feature=related 
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PHOTON GENIUS: Cancer, Pain Relief, Reduce Pain Meds, Arthritis Relief
This video shares examples of the Photon-Genius and significant pain relief for arthritis and pain relief for cancer.
In this video, Lori Phillips, a Registered Nurse (RN) shares about the Photon-Genius. Lori has over thirty years of experience 
and has worked with many cancer patients. She now offers Photon-Genius sessions as an effective alternative therapy in 
order to offer more than treating symptoms.
The Photon-Genius energy sauna combines hyperthermia or heat therapy (more infrared energy than any sauna in the 
world) and energy medicine (Ed Skilling electro-medicine).
Lori shares that she has all ages for Photon-Genius sessions. She has a little eight year old girl with neck and face cancer that 
really liked it. Lori shared it as a “space ship with lights.”
In addition, Lori discovers from the little girl’s father that he is dealing with early onset of arthritis when he calls the next 
morning after holding his little girl in the Photon-Genius and reports that he is able to do things without pain that he 
normally is unable to do. He experiences significant pain relief.
Lori also shares about a cancer patient (breast cancer) that requires pain medication in an IV every two hours. After just a few 
Photon-Genius sessions, she is able to reduce the pain medication in her IV and is able to walk by herself. After five Photon-
Genius sessions, she is completely off the pain medication and experiences significant pain relief.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GRrt9UP7LZ0&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS – Heart, Circulation, Pacemaker Averted
Circulation and the Photon Genius

Lori Phillips, RN shares Photon-Genius helps improves circulation; client’s heart rate normalized, pacemaker averted.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GKi0kB74y_4&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS – Endometriosis, Pain
Photon Genius Relieves Endometriosis & Pain; Aids in getting off Pain Meds

 “At the age of 21 I was diagnosed with Endometriosis. Endometriosis is very painful and I went through three 
surgeries. I was on pain medications on and off for 12 years.
When I first heard about the Photon Genius I was very skeptical about trying it out. Once I learned about all the 
wonderful things It can do for your body I finally tried my first session.
After I did my first session which was 30 minutes I felt amazing. I felt so alert and so awake and was ready for the day. 
And the best part about it is that I knew I was burning a lot of calories because of all the sweating I had experienced.
A little bit of time went on and I decided that I did not want any more pain medications and I knew that the Photon 
Genius would help get rid of the pain and detox me off my medications at the same time. 
After about 10 sessions my Endometriosis pain was completely gone and I detoxed off my pain medications in only 
two days. And since then I am now using the Photon Genius for three months and I’ve also lost 5 pounds. 
The Photon Genius is the best thing that has ever happened to me!” 

PHOTON GENIUS – Breast Cancer
Photon Genius Client with Cancer Grateful to Ed Skilling

Client shares about all the different ways she has been helped by Photon Genius sessions; shares how grateful she is 
to Ed Skilling and the technologies. The Photon Genius is easy to use and helps the body to dynamically detoxify and 
balance naturally without harmful side effects. The Photon Genius is a conditioning tool that helps the body to get in 
better shape from head to toe from the inside out.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93vAvtT0RMc&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS – Cancer
Photon Genius Client Shares His Experience With The Photon Genius

More Energy, Feeling Better, Hopeful for a Normal Life
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_WmWPI2LsgA&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS – Diabetes; Averts Amputation
Diabetes Patient Uses Photon Genius to Save Foot From Amputation:

Surprising breakthrough technologies of the Photon Genius save diabetics from gangrene, uncontrollable infections, 
and ineffective medical treatments after trying everything else:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KK7K1erO1I4&feature=related 
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PHOTON GENIUS – DIABETES
Dr. Tom shares about his son who is diabetic. His son had a virus that attacked his pancreas at age 13. They used nutrients 
and made some progress and then the virus came back worse. His son is now 18 and is insulin diabetic, considered “brittle 
diabetic.”
Dr. Tom shares that his son experiences swings in his blood sugar, both from eating which causes it to shoot high and from 
sports which can cause it to drop. His son uses the Photon-Genius to help normalize and smooth out these swings and 
experiences significant relief from using the Photon-Genius.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fR53w6dQvis&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS and PHOTON GENIE – Immune System Rejuvenation
Photon Genie and Photon Genius Empower Your Immune System

Long time client shares about his experiences with the Skilling Technologies Empowering immune system, lymphatic 
support, cellular energy, detoxification
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiGaeFfapmM&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS – improves circulation, cardiovascular, lymphatic and blood flow, and supports overall immune system
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qm0xArjXAIQ&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS – Improvements Shown with Thermography
Dr. Tom shares that the Photon-Genius is a tool that energizes and normalizes cells and functions of the body. They see 
these changes by doing before and after scans with a Thermograph. A Thermograph is FDA approved equipment that is 
used for cancer screening for breast cancer and prostate cancer. It scans the body from the groin to the top of head. In 
their practice, they do a Thermograph of their patients prior to beginning therapy, which include Photon-Genius sessions, 
nutritional support, and stress reduction. After six weeks of Photon-Genius sessions, etc. they do another Thermograph scan 
and Dr. Tom says, “it always changes.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7KqBhfIDxI&feature=related

PHOTON GENIUS – Cancer, Multiple Myeloma, Immune System, Pain
Photon Genius Stories of Alternative Therapy Part 1

The following video shares the amazing story of client diagnosed with multiple myeloma cancer and his experiences 
with the Photon-Genius. Dramatic improvements, eliminated pain meds, and able to get his life back!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MPziqKMxxGc&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS – Breast Cancer, Shingles
Photon Genius Stories of Alternative Therapy Part 2

Photon Genius Practitioner shares about a woman with Breast Cancer and Shingles helped by Photon Genius sessions. 
Not only did her breast cancer tumor reduce in size, but also her painful shingles are gone!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H1vc5cSkbCU&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS – Photon Genius Business
Craig’s B.E.S.T (Bio Energetic Support Therapy) & the Photon Genius

Craig shares how the Photon Genius technologies work by helping to empower the body’s immune system, and explains 
about the benefits of infrared heat therapy helping with many types of health situations.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y1l8955Um0w&feature=related

PHOTON GENIUS – Breast Cancer, Multiple Myeloma
Craig’s B.E.S.T. Interview #2

Craig shares about various client situations and using the Photon Genius. 
Breast cancer tumor situation helped, and Mayo clinic checkup showed improved health. Multiple myeloma cancer 
situation helped with Photon Genius sessions, pain relief, able to work in his garden again and get his life back.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VSzup8-vqTI&feature=related 
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PHOTON GENIUS – Cancer
Cancer Situation: Blood Showing Clear

A Practitioner wrote: “Also I had my first lady with cancer, she was so ill they only just kept her alive; 5 weeks using the 
Genius (30 mins a day) and her blood is now clear and they don’t want to see her for 2 months. The doctors can’t figure 
out what has happened!”

PHOTON GENIUS - Cancer Patients
Naturopathic Physician Eli Ber shares about Photon-Genius for Cancer Patients

Using the Photon-Genius helps: “IVs Work Better”, “Energy Increases”, “Improves Appetite”, “Better Quality Sleep”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wPy2jbN0250&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS – Cancer, Hospice, Out of Wheel Chair
Dr. Tom and Dr. Joy share that the very ill seem to “soak it up” when they use the Photon-Genius.
They share about an elderly woman in a wheel chair, a patient’s grandmother, who came along with their patient. She began 
using the Photon-Genius while in her wheel chair and after approximately four times she was out of her wheel chair and 
using a walker. Dr. Joy shares that she was “beaming from ear to ear and saying ‘look at me’.” Dr. Tom and Dr. Joy didn’t know 
it at the time that she had been brought from hospice with a terminal cancer diagnosis.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QGIcOzAgzDA&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS – Hospice, Pain
Out of Hospice and Back To Life

Dr. Tom shares that they had a patient under hospice care that was also on morphine for pain. The patient used the 
Photon-Genius two hours a day; one hour in the morning and one hour in the afternoon by sitting in front of it. After 
using the Genius for fourteen days, seven days a week, he went back to work.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3c7MpiBcxU&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS – Cancer
93 year old woman recommends Photon-Genius to anyone dealing with cancer

At 93 years of age, Desse shares her “Cancer is shrinking” and she “Recommends the Photon-Genius to anyone with 
cancer.”   Using the Photon-Genius helps her joints, makes her feel better, and gives her strength and confidence.

Desse, A Cancer Patient Recommends Photon-Genius; Gives Her Energy; Encouraging
Desse is almost 93 years old. She has cancer in her lymph nodes and she shares how the Photon-Genius gives her 
energy.

Not Sick and No Chemo
She says she’s not sick, she doesn’t hurt and she feels fine. She’s not taking chemo therapy and her doctor doesn’t see 
any need for her to do anything other than Photon-Genius sessions.

Feels So Much Better
Desse really noticed the difference after she had been away on vacation. She shares that she feels so much better when 
she does a Photon-Genius session. The Photon-Genius also relieves her joints; “they aren’t as stiff.”

Cancer Is Shrinking
Dessee shares that her cancer is shrinking. She says to people that have cancer, “I would definitely recommend using the 
Photon-Genius.” She says it is “encouraging.”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPkWM_f0P5A&feature=related 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q54AoJv7ixQ&feature=related  

PHOTON GENIUS – Vitality and Energy Improved
Dr. Tom shares about his in-law’s visit. When they were at an amusement park his father-in-law could only walk a few yards 
before having to stop and catch his breath. Dr. Tom shares that he is up in years, out of shape, and over weight. Dr. Tom and 
Dr. Joy talked them both parents in to using the Photon-Genius. They would go to their clinic around around 6:00 am and do 
Genius sessions. They did around eleven sessions and about a week later they all went back to the amusement park and his 
father-in-law was able to walk without having to stop once. Dr. Tom shares the renewed vitality was “absolutely miraculous!”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o327hC_FiYk&feature=related 
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PHOTON GENIUS - Parkinson’s
Dr. Tom shares how the Photon-Genius provides relief for those dealing with Parkinson’s disease.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFvRTpiNM1c&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS - Detox from Drug Addiction
Naturopathic Physician Eli Ber shares about Photon-Genius for IV Drug Detox

The Photon-Genius helps with “Immediate Symptom Relief”, “Withdrawal free”, “Sleeping Better”, “More Relaxed”, 
“Strengthens Body”, “Less Fall Back”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=azIh0vE78XM&feature=related 

GENIUS – Stroke
Photon Genius Stories of Alternative Therapy Part 3

Here is a video sharing a story about a 65 year old man who had a stroke four years ago.  After using the Photon-
Genius he is now able to raise his arms and walk without his walker.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5ZoqGYDVJng&feature=related 

GENIUS – Normalize Cells, Children, Emotions
Photon Genius, “The Rainbow Machine”, Kids Love

Photon-Genius helping clear abnormal cells, chronic illness with kids, and helps emotions too!
Dr. Tom & Dr. Joy share their experience with the Photon-Genius.  They have over 20 years experience treating 
“catastrophic” illness.  The Photon-Genius has changed their practice and benefits ALL their patients.  The Photon-
Genius is synergistic with all other modalities they administer in their practice.  It helps everything work better and 
faster.
This video briefly shares:
1. Hyperthermia effect on a tissue mass
2. Children with chronic illness respond well
3. Emotions (blocked energy) clear dynamically
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bYR59CLoncA&feature=related 

GENIUS – Pain Relief, Sciatica, Energy, off Pain meds
Photon Genius Revitalization and Pain Relief for Carmen

Carmen, 73 yr., shares she was dealing with extreme pain in her legs and feet, and was diagnosed with sciatica. After 
trying everything, she began using the Photon-Genius energy sauna and the very next day she felt no pain and had 
improved energy. She had so much energy and no pain she spent the day doing house work, cleaning windows, 
vacuuming and more! She was amazed!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fiLPeH13bTQ&feature=related 

GENIUS – Pain, Sciatica
Sciatica Relief with the Photon Genius 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=97nzV6pr69E&feature=related 

GENIUS – Diabetes, Pain, Blood Pressure, Cholesterol, Energy, Sleep
Photon Genius Healing for Carmen 

The Skilling Institute listens to Carmen telling us about how the Photon Genius has helped her with her diabetes, high 
blood pressure, high cholesterol, and knee pain. With the help of the Photon Genius, Carmen can now keep up with her 
kids, and get a good night’s rest. It’s a “Miracle Machine!”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v5fBRsl5kxU&feature=related 

GENIUS – Pain
Carmen shares: “The Photon Genius is the Most Impressive Technology I’ve Ever Seen!” 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5aRc3CT71M&feature=related 
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GENIUS – Pain, Inflammation, Energy
Photon Genius Helps Friends and Family with Pain

Hear Carmen’s inspiring story of how the Photon Genius helped her and her friend with pain and improving energy levels.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iGM4hdrY_2U&feature=related 

PHOTON GENIUS – Energy
Energy Improvement; Can Do Things Normally Too Tired To Do

From using the Photon Genius: “She had so much energy after last weekend’s marathon Genius time she climbed a 
6’ ladder this last week and cleaned her gutters! This wasn’t even close to possible before last weekend. We are in the 
Genius now and will continue for another good weekend of sessions!!”

GENIUS – Immune System, Energy, Weight, Cellulite
Healthy and Want to Stay Healthy With Strong Immune System

Martha shares that she is using the Photon-Genius for overall health maintenance and prevention to keep immune 
system strong. She shares that she is healthy and wants to stay healthy.

Photon-Genius Gives “Life”
People using it share that they feel better and not getting as sick. The Photon-Genius powers up the immune system

Weight-Management
The Photon-Genius helps with weight management and also helps reduce cellulite.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bz7pX0FQLUc&feature=related 

GENIUS – Pain Meds, Inflammation, Cholesterol, Diabetes, Blood Pressure
This woman shares her experience going from severe pain and paralysis to reduced pain meds, reduced cholesterol, 
optimized blood pressure.  While no longer borderline diabetic and no more night sweats, her inflammation is 
noticeably reduced.

Pain Meds Down
In this video, a woman who has been using the Photon-Genius shares that she has been able to reduce her pain 
medication and she doesn’t have pain.

Inflammation Reduced
She also doesn’t have night sweats any more. She says her inflammation level has gone down and that she’s “pretty 
happy” and will continue using the Photon-Genius.

Cholesterol Down; Not Diabetic; Blood Pressure Good
She says other benefits have been that her cholesterol is down. She was border-line diabetic and now isn’t. Also, now 
her blood pressure is very good.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I7juMRXhVcU&feature=related  

GENIUS – Paralysis, Pain
Woman no longer paralyzed and in pain.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mn2AR9PGSpA&feature=related 

GENIUS – Cancer, Weight Loss, Off Meds, More Energy
Colonel Uses the Photon Genius at 90 Years Young

Cancer survivors share their enthusiasm for their own health improvements as a result of using the Photon-Genius. 
They share about additional benefits such as weight loss, able to get off all medications, lowered blood pressure and 
cholesterol, feeling a lot better and more energy, and more.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZ_PGaPtDaw&feature=related 

GENIUS - Emphysema: No longer requires oxygen tank; breathing better
“He suffered from really bad bouts of not being able to breathe, shortness of breath, etc. He was on an oxygen tank all the 
time, and could not drive anywhere without being on oxygen. He started getting Photon Genius sessions for emphysema. 
After just 6 sessions he no longer needed the oxygen while driving. Doing regular Photon Genius sessions for the last 5 
months, sometimes 2 times a day every day. And now after many months he rarely needs it at all. He is getting a lot better. If 
he has any trouble breathing now he goes for a Genius session and he is noticeably better.” - R.B.
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GENIUS – Emphysema & Lungs - Part 1
This video shares how this woman with Emphysema was helped with the Photon-Genius.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jKtisSBC5Lw&feature=related

GENIUS – Emphysema & Lungs - Part 2
This video shares a woman’s experience with the Photon-Genius and Emphysema.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2_qqZVBmVC8&feature=related 

GENIUS – Mesothelioma, Cancer, Tumors
Mesothelioma Case using the Photon Genius: “3-24-10 Diagnosed with Mesothelioma. 

77 year old man. 6.6 cm X 3.9 cm tumor.
He was told he has 3-6 months to live with no treatments or cures available. If he does medical treatments, he has, at 
best, 9-18 months to live. All the Doctors informed him that “There is no cure for Mesothelioma.”   It is “unresectable” 
(can not be removed by surgery.)
They “scared” him into starting Chemo and Radiation treatments to “buy a little time.” These treatments alone nearly 
killed him.
He changed his diet, and started searching for some/any alternatives.

Patient history:
6-17-10  Started 3 months of chemo and radiation treatments.  (6 chemo and 35 radiation)
9-27-10  Ct-scan shows 6.2 cm X 3.0 cm   (tumor down 3 mm), but a NEW 2 cm tumor formed (spreading). He was 
rapidly losing the battle and his quality of life, so he stopped all chemo and radiation treatments.
10-19-10  Started using the Photon Genius machine 3 times a week for the next 16 weeks.
11-24-10  Ct-scan showed tumor stable at 6.6 cm X 3.3 cm.  The NEW 2 cm tumor was destroyed.  Not seen in Ct-scan.
2-23-11  Ct-scan shows tumor reduced to 5.3 cm X 2.5 cm (39 % reduction).
Started using the Photon Genius 2 times a week for 10 weeks.
Started using the Photon Genius 1 time a week for 14 weeks.
He had done a total of 84 sessions at this point.
1-11-12  Ct-scan shows 4.0 cm X 2.0   Tumor was described by his Doctor as “less mass-like, and more like a resolving infiltrate.”
He then bought a Skilling Photon Genie Instrument (portable) to use for increased energy and maintenance at home.
March 2014....4 years after original diagnosis, cancer is not growing.   The tumor is the same size as it was in January 2012.  The 
Doctor said: “I suspect it has turned to scar tissue inside his lungs.”  Best news, he is still alive and has better quality of life.  His 
cancer was stopped from killing him and his quality of life has continued to improve. 
After purchasing a Photon Genie to maintain progress at home, he continues to do sessions with the Photon Genius and is 
still on the road to recovery.
“The Photon Genius is the most powerful machine to help me take charge of my health and my life.”

GENIUS & GENIE – Throat Cancer
Throat Cancer Gone After Using the Photon Genius and Photon Genie:

“This woman was dealing with throat cancer.  She used the Photon Genie daily and the Photon Genius regularly.  She gained 
mobility with her arm that had been paralyzed.   She is able to hold a cup and move her arm.  After doing Photon Genius 
sessions for several weeks, she went to the doctors for a scan and the scan showed her throat cancer was gone.” - N.R.

GENIUS – Pain, Neuropathy, Recovery from Surgery
Pain disappeared from surgery site after first session; Improved energy and pain relief:

“I use the Photon Genius 2-3 times a week and I have noticed many improvements in my physiology that include 
reducing neuropathy in my feet, thighs, and hands. Overall, my level of energy has improved so much with the Genius, 
supplements, and other alternative protocols. I’m fighting this diagnosis with everything I can use. But, just so you 
know, the first time I used the Genius all the pain disappeared where part of my lung and 1/2 my diaphragm was 
previously removed. I was astounded as I’m sure you can imagine.” - B.H.
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GENIUS – Brain Cancer
Brain Cancer Halted In Its Tracks:

“A young 21 year old mom with a 2 year old daughter was given 3 months to live.  She was diagnosed with the worst 
kind of brain cancer, extremely aggressive.  The Doctors wanted to schedule her right away for a $14,000 chemo 
program.
Immediately after her diagnosis, she went for her first Photon Genius session.  She was brought in by her caretaker 
and she was very reluctant to do a session.  This young woman was physically very depleted, not eating, throwing up, 
was not able to take care of herself, depressed, and hopeless.
Her first Photon Genius session was 30 minutes (15 minutes with Energy-Infrared and Noble Gas Harmonic Lights, 
and 15 minutes with lights only).  After her first session, she was able to start eating again and had stopped throwing 
up. Her second session was one week later for another 30 minutes.  After these two sessions, she went back for 
another scan and the doctors told her the tumor had stopped growing for two weeks!  The Photon Genius has 
improved her quality of life.  She continues regular sessions with the Photon Genius and is able to do things for 
herself.  She has her head up with new found hope.” - M.M.

GENIUS – Hepatitis, Liver Cancer, Transplant Averted
Hepatitis C & Liver Cancer Cleared with Photon Genius sessions:

“A woman in her mid-fifties was diagnosed with Hep C and Liver Cancer and had part of her Liver removed and 
indicated that she might need a liver transplant.  She was being seen by Oregon Health and Science University 
(OHSU).  This woman did seven Photon Genius sessions for an hour each.  The first few sessions were really difficult for 
her, but after each session it got easier and she started feeling better.  She went back to get checked and the doctors 
could not find any indication of liver cancer.” - M.M.

PHOTON GENIUS – Cancer
82 year old woman dealing with Cancer and sent home to die; A year later receives a cancer free report from two 
different Cancer centers:

April of 2014:
It all started; tired all the time, Dr’s did X-rays, scans and tests, found Cancer spots on lungs and in other areas, kidneys, 
liver and spine area, did major Surgery to remove largest tumor, completely removed upper lobe of one Lung.
July 11th 2014:
Had complications from procedures/treatments, Cancer spreading, Doctors sent her home to die.
Doctors said nothing more they can do and she has “few weeks” to live (she interpreted this as 2-3 weeks to live). They 
started her on Hospice and she had no hope of surviving.
August 2014:
Began months of Photon Genius Sessions
9 sessions every month (concentrated) for approximately 5 months and using Photon Genie at Home every day and 
sleeping with the Transmitters all night, every night.
January 2015:
Doctors did more tests and scans, CAT scan showed some of the original spots completely gone, and the larger one not 
growing and the inside of that mass was all deteriorated tissue and dead.
This woman quit Hospice after six months (January 6th 2015)
Doctors told her she is now “cancer free” and approved that she no longer required Hospice care.
February 2015:
She goes in for some additional testing and receives a second “Cancer free” report.  Needless to say she and her family are 
excited and amazed.
This woman had to travel to do Photon Genius sessions so she would do her series of sessions over several days.  On 
average she would do three sessions a day over 3 or 4 days and do this once a month over approximately 6 months. She 
continues to do Photon Genius sessions and use the Photon Genie to “noticeably” improve the overall condition of her 
body.

PHOTON GENIUS – Cancer
Mother In Her 30’s Dealing With Stage 4 Melanoma Cancer Declared Cancer Free After Approximately 9 Weeks of Using 
Skilling Technologies; Oncologist has never seen before.
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PHOTON GENIUS – Bladder Cancer, Tumors Clear Up
A Woman Dealing With Bladder Cancer - Tumors Disappear After Doing Photon Genius Sessions:

“After doing several Photon Genius sessions, this woman went in for her pre-op evaluation and the doctors discovered 
that the tumors in her bladder were gone!” - T.W.

PHOTON GENIUS – Surgery Averted; Improved Strength & Energy: Able to Dance Again, Pain Free; and Gentleman 
Averts Surgery on Neck/Shoulder; 

Dot is Ball Room Dancing Again! 
From D.S.: “Nine years ago I broke both the major bones in my left leg falling from a ladder.  I spent an unconscious week 
in the hospital after 8 hours of surgery, then 10 days in a medical rehab....and more months of continued rehab. Afterwards 
I had to hop on my right leg for 3 months.  Needless to say, it has caused me numerous “bouts” with extreme pain and 
other related health issues in those years.  Walking any distance or for very long just doesn’t work.
WELL, last night I went ballroom dancing for 3 hours (which is a miracle in itself ), and when I got home, I wondered if I’d 
have the usual pains and leg cramps, and always pain in the morning.  NO!  I’m amazed!  If I didn’t believe in the Photon-
Genius before (and I did) I surely do now!
Other folks have also told me after using the Photon-Genius they breathe so much better, pain from arthritis is gone, 
internal workings change for the better, they are energized (pains and symptoms melt, and the relaxation is wonderful).
It is fun to see what continues to happen.
Thanks, D.S.”
Video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DFmm9JKvaF8&feature=related 

GENIUS – Bio-Toxin Skin Rash
Skin Rashes (Bio-Toxins: Black Mold Poisoning) Clears In Days

Bio-Toxin Rash Noticeably Clears with Photon Genius Sessions in 7 Days

GENIUS – Recovery from Burns, Skin
Serious Burns Relieved and Healing:

“I’ve had two different clients with serious burns come in the clinic. The most recent was an arm burn from cooking oil in 
the kitchen.  Upon removing his bandages we applied the Photon Genie to the edges of the burn and it seemed to have 
a very healing effect quickly.  The wound and the skin looked more developed where the Genie was used and then he 
went in for Photon Genius sessions after that and with a series of 3 Thirty minute sessions his burn healed very quickly.”
“The second gentleman had third-degree burns over most of his body. He has done about 30-40 Photon Genius sessions 
and got a Photon Genie that he has been using for four weeks. His skin has become noticeably more clear in the burn 
areas. This client said he was healing quicker using the Photon Genie and the Photon Genius than he was doing all the 
treatments that the hospital had provided and much, much faster.  The deep purple blotches on his right knee are gone 
and this was from the 1st 3 sessions alone.” - J.B.

GENIUS – Chronic Fatigue, Sleep, Quality of Life, Skin
More Energy, Better Quality Life, Radiant Skin

“A patient went to Dr. M’s office for one Photon Genius session so far and was amazed. She felt more energy. Some 
symptoms were better just after one session. Three examples she gave:
1. “She noticed just after one session how much more energy she had. Normally she is chronically fatigued all the time. 
This was noticeable!”
2. “Her feet burn at night all the time and it is hard to sleep. After just one Photon Genius session, her feet stopped 
burning for three days afterwards, and she started sleeping much better.”
3. “She noticed the skin on her face changed after just one session. Her skin seemed more radiant, was smoother, had 
more color, and she noticed she looked brighter.”

PHOTON GENIUS and PHOTON GENIE – Infections
Patients report the Photon Genius and Photon Genie have cleared chronic infected teeth as well as infections of the sinuses, 
bronchial tubes, eyes, ears, throat, lungs, intestines, bladder and many others.
Two basic approaches for preventing and overcoming infections are:
1) improving the resistance of the host (strengthen immune system) and 
2) disabling or killing pathogenic microorganisms.  
Photon Genius sessions and the Photon Genie combine a number of technologies and mechanisms to accomplish both 
these objectives.
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PHOTON GENIUS – Dental Infections
Photon Genius Clears Dental Infection:

“My wife recently went to the dentist to get a checkup after having deep infections in pockets, receding and bleeding 
gums, etc. and he could not believe the improvement after doing Photon Genius sessions.” - G.W.

GENIUS – Toe/Foot Injury and Serious Infection Changed in Days
Here’s an example of a man’s crushed toe and foot that led to extreme  
infection. The Doctors are amazed!

J’s wife shares:
“ J, while cleaning up around 4:45 Friday a large wheel mag smashed his right big toe. X-RAYs showed the whole big toe 
bone crushed.  He was admitted into the hospital and was administered 5 large IV bags of antibiotics. He was given pain 
medicine but didn’t need it because the nerves in his toe were so damaged that there was no feeling. He was released 
on Sunday with directions to drain and change bandage 3 times every day. I was told it would take at least 4 weeks for 
the toe to heal and approximately 6 weeks for the bone to heal and to re-visit his Doctor within 7 days due to the serious 
infection.
J has been in the Photon Genius every day for 4 days with lights and sound with low settings of Energy-Infrared. One 
day for 1 hour, Two days for 2 hours and One day for 3 hours.  He went to see his Doctor after 4 days and the Doctor was 
shocked at how his toe had healed in 4 days. I told him it was primarily because my friend had a Photon Genius machine 
that helped with healing and pain. He was very interested and wanted all the information I could get for him. He had 
lots of questions because he couldn’t understand how this kind of serious infection could have healed that much in 
such a short time. He said: “It should have taken much, much longer to get this well.”
The Photon Genius Energy-Sauna alleviates infection and speeds up the healing process throughout the body.  It 
strengthens and empowers the immune system (the body’s innate healing ability) and disarms, disables, and/or clears 
pathogenic micro-organisms by using body friendly Skilling Energy-Infrared heat and Harmonic, Electron, Photonic 
Light Energy. 

GENIUS – ANIMALS
Animals demonstrate how easy it is to use the Photon Genie and Photon Genius – see pictures here:

Animals recognize the body friendly energies of Skilling Instruments:
The Skilling Institute has received positive feedback for many different animals benefiting from the Photon Genie 
including:
Dogs, Cats, Horses, Birds, Lizards, Snakes

Examples:
1.  Dog named Spike With Parvo: Life Saved
2.  Horse With Crohns: Life Saved
3.  Race Horse’s Injured Foot: Healed
4.  Dog’s Tumor: Soften and Dissolves
5.  16 Year Old Cat: Looks and Acts Like a Kitty

GENIUS – The Best Ever!
The common feedback we receive from Practitioners with the Photon Genius:
“The Photon Genius is the best equipment I have ever purchased!”

GENIUS – Great Business Opportunity
The Photon Genius presents a fantastic business opportunity. If you run a health clinic, a chiropractor, a doctor’s 
office, spa, fitness center, or just want to help people feel and look healthy, then this business is for you.

RN Lori Phillips shares about her experiences with the Photon-Genius; transitioning from nursing; ideas for starting a 
business with the Photon Genius and helping others; networking with other practitioners; how to build your business 
and attracting clients; pricing structure and packages; marketing ideas; the rewards of helping others and seeing the 
success stories; excellent customer support from Skilling Institute; very exciting opportunities and meeting new people; 
shares personal experiences with sessions helping with energy, sleep, skin and overall health; profitable business and 
steady flow of clients; rewards of watching others be helped, getting off pain medications, cancer successes; Photon 
Genius sessions helping with everything; speedy recovery from workouts, healing from colds, flu, viruses, immune 
system support; weight loss and detox; she is looking forward to an amazingly healthful and successfully abundant life 
for years to come!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=erbNn-xc7_w&feature=related 
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GENIUS – Business Success, Complimentary, Spa, Detox, Weight Loss
RN Lori Phillips shares how the Photon Genius helps in a Medical Practice, Complimentary Therapy, Spa Setting, Weight 
Loss; Ideas for starting a business and networking with other practitioners; a very successful business.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eWezY4mlHak&feature=related 

GENIUS – Very Successful with Photon Genius Business 
RN Lori Phillips shares about her business successes with her Photon Genius office, and rewards of helping others and 
improving health.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yeXZuBBC-GM&feature=related 

GENIUS – Pain Relief, Energy, Quality of Life
Energize Your Life (Photon Genius in Huntington Beach, CA)

Photon Genius helps with increased energy, back pain relief, skin issues improved, detoxification, and cancer patient 
pain relief getting off pain medications.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24HoLySnDTc&feature=related 

GENIUS – Help Patients and Business
A Stroke of (Photon) Genius

Practitioners sharing how Photon-Genius is helping patients and their clinic
Dr. Tom & Dr. Joy share their experience with the Photon-Genius.  They have over 20 years experience treating “catastrophic” 
illness.  The Photon-Genius has changed their practice and benefits ALL their patients.  The Photon-Genius is synergistic 
with all other modalities they administer in their practice.  It helps everything work better and faster.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qRaUvY0tpD8&feature=related  

GENIUS – CANCER
Conditions Improved & Quickly (Dr. impressed)

“A Photon Genius owner shared that one of her clients with cancer has made great improvements since starting Photon 
Genius SUPER SAUNA sessions. The doctor commented he’s never seen anyone in this man’s condition improve like 
this, and so quickly. She said lots of people are very interested and doing fantastic. And she said she is now SUPER busy 
every day!” K.G.

GENIUS – BRAIN TUMOR
Improved, Happy, Impressed, Now Walking

“He is doing Photon Genius SUPER SAUNA sessions. He had a brain tumor and three surgeries. He was unable to walk 
prior to starting the SUPER SAUNA sessions. Now he is doing incredibly better, he is walking and has great balance. They 
are so happy and impressed with these noticeable results.” Z.W.

GENIUS – Extends Lives, Greater Quality of Life
Gratitude; At Least 10 Lives Extended With Great Quality of Life

“I can say that at least 10 of my clients have significantly cleared their cancers and noticeably extended their lives from 
SUPER SAUNA sessions in the Photon Genius. Many people have experienced noticeable pain relief and renewed energy.”
 “Several have improved heart function and reduced blood pressure. Scars have become less visible, varicose veins have 
shrunk; also arthritis and gout relief, allergy relief and powerful detoxification. Many have had mood and emotional 
improvements as well as more relaxation and improvement in sleep.”
“I am so grateful for the Photon Genius - my whole family has been helped by its powerful SUPER SAUNA effects! Thank you 
so much and we are all looking forward to an even more successful year in 2016 and the future!” J.G.

GENIUS – IMPROVES SLEEP
Now Sleeping Great! (Through the night, wow, thought it would never happen again)

“A woman went for her first Photon Genius SUPER SAUNA session. She shared what a positive experience she had. She 
did a one hour session and that night she had a full 8 hours uninterrupted sleep! She was very happy about this because 
she has had a lot of trouble sleeping for a long time. She is very excited and encouraged.” K.W.
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GENIUS – BREAST CANCER
Excellent and Powerful

“We are using the Photon Genius for my wife’s breast cancer and so far she has had 20 one hour sessions and we feel 
that the results are excellent! Thank you so much...we are total believers in the Photon Genius and we want to spread 
the word about its SUPER SAUNA power to heal!” M.N.

GENIUS – IMPROVES QUALITY OF LIFE
Headaches Gone, Lost Weight, Skin Feels Good

“I used to get these lingering headaches all the time and on the day of my first SUPER SAUNA treatment about 1/2 way 
through the headache went away and hasn’t been back. I lost 21 pounds in my first 11 treatments along with the bags 
under my eyes. My skin feels good and my friends say I’m looking good. All the dreary days of winter used to really get 
me down but since I’ve been taking the treatments this winter, that hasn’t happened. The Photon Genus makes me feel 
good; all over, I seem to have more energy and that’s good for my attitude. I had a stress ball in my neck and it went 
away. I love the Photon Genius!” D.J.

GENIUS – CANCER HELPED
Young Boy Lives!

“Our son is doing well now. This month we celebrate the three years after the oncologist sent him to die at home! He 
has his SUPER SAUNA sessions with the Photon Genius daily.” M.M.

INRARED – Additional Scientific Research: 
1  American Heart Association: Far Infrared Therapy Inhibits Vascular Endothelial Inflammation
2.  Circulation_2286 - American Heart Association: Effects of Heat Stress on Thermoregulatory Responses
3. Research on Far Infrared Rays by Dr. Aaron M. Flickstein
4. Oxford Journals: Changes of Blood Flow Volume in the Superior Mesenteric Artery and Brachial Artery with 

Abdominal Thermal Stimulation
5. Science Direct Original-IR-Mouse-Study.pdf - Neurobiology of Learning and Memory: Effects of Low Infrared Light 

on Emotional Responses and Memory Performance of Mice

This information has not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. Neither the information, nor any technologies, 
formula(s), protocol(s) mentioned are intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. This information is based upon 
our scientific research, education and personal experience and it is for EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY. Unless otherwise noted, 
information herein has not been evaluated by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

Each individual’s success depends on his or her health and environmental history, background, dedication, desire and motivation, attitude, 
and continued cooperation. As all health issues have inherent risk, our information and testimonials are not intended to infer or guarantee 
that anyone will achieve any result with any/all health issue(s), symptom(s), or diagnosis.


